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Boyd to Direct Eve. Division,
Major Curriculum Revision Due
As of February 1, Dr. Lola
Boyd, Dean of Women, will as
sume the added responsibilities of
Acting Director of the Evening
College. It was also announced
that a tuition increase of 25%
will be effected as of Septem
ber 1, 1970 for the Evening Col
lege Students.
On Wednesday, January 21 at
9:15 in the Salon of the Maison,
Dr. Remick spoke with approxi
mately 35 members of the St.
Augustine Institute concerning the
future of the Evening College.
Dr. Remick emphasized the fact
that much study had been given
to the Institute. A council of Fa
culty Members has been studying
this matter since October and has
found that 1) the St. Augustine
Program with required adminis-

Dr. Lola Boyd

Alumni to Discuss Parietal Hrs.
The Board of Directors of As
sumption's Alumni Association
will meet on February 14 to dis
cuss the subject of parietal hours
according to Dr. Robert Ouellette
First Vice President of the Alumni
Executive Committee.
(Parietal privileges from the
hours of 3:00 to 9:00 p.m. on
Monday through Thursday, 3:00
p.m. to 12 midnight on Friday, 12
noon to 12 midnight on Saturday,
and 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sunday,
were offered to resident students
by the Student Personnel Policy
Committee (S.P.P.C.) on an ex
perimental basis from December
8th through March 1st. All resi
dent floors accepted the maximum
parietal hours allowed.)

Dr. Ouellette stated that the
Academic Dean and the Deans of
Men and Women would be invited
to the meeting of the Board of
Directors, along with 2 student
spokesman appointed by the Pre
sident of the Student Government
Association.
The First Vice President sta
ted that "as the father of seven
children and as one concerned
with Assumption College" he was
personally "pushing this issue."
He went on to say that "for once
the Alumni ought to be counted
as a body" in the Assumption
community.
Dr. Ouellette emphasized the
importance of the alumni dis
cussing this matter, and presen

ting its opinion on parietal hours
to the college community.
Dean Richard T. Wotruba, whose
office co-ordinates the Student
Personnel Policy Committee,
stated that he was "enthusiastic"
about having the alunmidiscuss the
problems and policies on campus
and hopes that this concern will
also be reflected in other areas
of college life.
The Dean of Students was in
formed last month that the Alum
ni Board of Directors would dis
cuss parietal hours, and recom
mended at that time that repre
sentatives from the Dean of Stu
dents Office and student repre
sentatives be present.

tration is not self-supporting. 2)
The Evening and Graduate School's
accreditation is jeopardized be
cause a clear distinction is not
being made between the St. Au
gustine and Graduate Programs.
3) 53% of the Evening College
Students are nurses
and As
sumption has been accused of be
ing overly generous in accepting
transfer credits for work done
by nurses. Many colleges allow
a maximum of only 30 credits and
often accept far fewer, "depend
ing on whether the courses taken
in a College which meet the cur
riculum requirements of the col
lege where the degree is being
earned". Assumption grants 4548 credits without the strict stip
ulations of her sister colleges.
"There has never been any at
tempt or intention to deprive you
of an opportunity to complete any
program that you have begun,"
said Remick. "My major concern
is to make certain that the inte
grity of the education you receive
at Assumption will stand the test
of time." In light of this, the
Evening College Council decided
that they "would not continue the
policies and the practices that
have governed St. Augustine up to
this time". Dr. Remick then an
nounced that "because the pro
gram is going to be significantly
revamped, we will no longer ad
mit candidates for degrees under

the program as presented in the
1969-70 Catalog, this decision ef
fective February 1".
An alternate program that is
being seriously considered would
entail the establishment of a gen
eral humanities major and amajor
in education, consequently limiting
the areas of concentration. This
would allow a freer and broader
program geared toward individual
interest without beingjiarnessed
by the strict requirements of the
present program. If (Dr. Remick
repeatedly emphasized the hypo
thetical nature of the plans of the
future) the Evening College should
be phased out—another alternative
—those who will finish their pro
gram within four years will not be
affected in any way. "Any decis
ions revamping St. Augustine's,
either to phasing it out or offer
ing new courses in its place, will
not necessarily affect you. How
ever, you would be given the opp
ortunity to opt for a newly de
vised program." Concerning re
gistration Dr. Remick advised
that students of the Evening Col
lege concentrate on requirements
since any change in curriculum
would presuppose fulfiUmentofthe
requirements since any change in
requirements of the existing pro
gram for those presentlyenroUed.
Confer pages three and four for
more details.
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CLCY to Sponsor Rev. Fernandez
Rev. Richard Fernandez wiU
speak on "The War: Present and
Future" on February 15 at 8 p.m.
i n the Maison Auditorium. R e v .
Fernandez is the National Direc
tor of Clergy and Laymen Con
cerned About Vietnam. He has been

the director of this organization
since its founding in 1965. He is
also on the Executive Committee
of the New Mobe, organizers of
the November 15 March on Wash
ington. It was one of his jobs to
heal the divisions and juggle the

Dr. Remick Requests
For. Lang. "Study"
Dr. Oscar E. Remick, Academic
Dean of the College, has announ
ced that he has asked the Chairman
of the Foreign languages Division
Fr. Denys Gonthier, to "involve
this division in a self-study."
In a letter to the Provocateur,
Dr. Remick stated that thefoUowing areas would be included in the
study:
1) The role of languages in a
liberal arts curriculum; 2) The
specific languages we should offer
here at Assumption,*-3) The possi
bilities of using the resources of
the Consortium to enhance the
offerings of the division.
Dr. Remick was asked to make
a statement regarding the future
of the Foreign language Division
foUowing rumors that the Rus
sian and German Departments
would be eliminated in the near
future.
In an earlier interview the Aca
demic Dean stated that the rumors
"were entirely unfounded," and
emphasized that "no decision has
been made from this office" con
cerning the Foreign Language Di
vision.

The Dean's letter went on to
state that "it is anticipated that
this report of the Division will
contain specific recommendations
which I will consider and then
submit to the Academic Planning
Committee for final action."
T h e Committee includes the
Academic Dean, the Department
Chairmen, and two student repre
sentatives (without voting privi
leges).

conflicting, diverse elements in
volved in the massive protest ag
ainst the war in Vietnam. In addi
tion to this, he helped spur cooporation of many anti-war groups
Kennedy and McCarthy supporters
and the unions, as well as arrang
ing the participation of Senators
McCarthy, McGovern, and Goddell
in the protest. Reverend Fernan
dez, 35, is an ordained minister
of the United Church of Christ.
In his speech Reverend Fern
andez will discuss the prospects
for peace now and the work that
remains to be done in Vietnam.
His speech is being given for the
anniversary of the local chapter
of Clergy and laymen, and is cosponsored by Communites of the
Worcester area.
Admission wiU be free to As
sumption students.

KILGORE HOUSE residents will be asked to occupy the third new
dorm in order to meet the government contract concerning occupancy.
Photo by Cal Branche

Kilgore Residents Must Move
On January 9 a recent rumor
became fact when Mr. Henry L.
Rudio revealed that residents of
Kilgore House wiU have to vacate
and move to the new dorms by
second semester, according to a
mandate by the Board of Trus
tees.
Mr. Rudio began the interview
by saying that he knew, only gen
erally, what the Kilgore situation
was. "For a complete rundown",
he said, "Mr. Wotruba would be
the one to consult." Throughout
the interview he stated this re

peatedly.
To fulfiU the requirements of
government mortgage indentures,
the new dorms must meet a 90%
occupancy quota. Therefore, he
stated, that from a legal point of
view this move had to be consi
dered.
This quota could only be met
if Kilgore residents moved to the
new dorms. If the new dorms do
not reach the occupancy quota,
federal financial aid wiU be with
drawn. He finished by adding that
at the last Academic Council meet

ing Mr. Wotruba was asked to see
the occupants of Kilgore House
and inform them of the possible
change. He would then give a sub
report of the general feelings of
the Kilgore residents at the next
academic council meeting.
In a subsequent interview, Dean
Wotruba could not give a "com
plete rundown" and proceeded to
phone Mr. Rudio so as "not to
get their lines crossed". During
the telephone conversation, Mr.
Rudio explained to Dean Wotruba
that he had presented a letter to

the Board of Trustees, inform
ing them of the possibility of the
move. In the same conversation
Mr. Rudio stated that the Board
of
Trustees had already voted
that the move must be made, to
meet the government requirements
and to secure the college's finan
cial stability.
Dean Wotruba admitted that he
had no idea of his responsibilities
to the Kilgore residents but agreed
to inform them—either personally
or by letter-by the second semes
ter.
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The Alumni
and Parietal Hours
The meeting between the Alumni, administration, and students which
is to take place on February 14th concerning parietal hours, is an extreme
ly important one for the entire "college community." Finally the "com
munity" aspect of the college is beginning to show itself, and we congra
tulate Dr. Ouellette for taking the initiative of fostering Alumni partici
pation in the life of Assumption College.
>
We look forward to the discussion of February 14th as a precedent
which will hopefully be continued in the search for a real "college com
munity."
We would hope, however, that the meeting is truly an intellectual
discussion. The parietal issue is a delicate one between the generation gap,
and it will be far too easy for either side to revert to emotional or irra
tional approaches to the question. Parietal hours should be discussed on
the basis of their educational value to a student attending a "small,
church-affiliated, liberal arts, co-educational college."
We would like to make clear, however, that the PROVOCATEUR sup
ports the actions of the Student Personnel Policy Committee on this issue,
and believes that only a thorough evaluation after the trial period should
determine whether parietal hours should be established.
While we sincerely welcome Alumni interest in this matter, we re
mind them that an unintellectual or irrational approach to this matter
may result in the same kind of response from the students.
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The PROVOCATEUR, founded in 1964, is the official stu
dent newspaper of Assumption College, published every two
weeks during the academic year( except during exam and
vacation periods) with funds provided by the Student Gov
ernment Association of Assumption College and advertis
ing and subscription revenues. Subscription rate is $3.00 per
semester. Opinions expressed are solely those of the editors
or the authors of signed articles. No articles may be re
printed in any form without the written consent of the
editor.

Potpourri

To the Editor:
I have read with interest the November 7th issue of the PROVOCATEUR, especially
the articles concerning the special issue of 31 October, 1969. I had previously
received a copy of the article which appeared in the WORCESTER TELEGRAM
and I feel the actions of the Editor and the SGA President were justified.
While I can understand Fr. George's reaction, I believe he realizes that student
leaders had no choice but to act as they did. It is not unusual for campus affairs
to reach the columns of local newspapers in a time when riots and protests pre
dominate at many schools. It is better to air the grievances than have to pay the
price of publicity which might result from such a proposed policy. It has always
been the policy at Assumption to discuss with the student body, through their elected
leaders, policies which so directly affect them. Student Government has prime
responsibility for controlling the actions for the student body and must, if it is to
be an effective organization, play a role in the formulation of student control.
It was a wise decision on the part of the Board of Trustees to defeat the motion
and also indicated their faith in the students of Assumption. If such faith was common
to all administrators, perhaps the suspicions prompt riots on college campuses
could be eliminated.
CHARLES J. MURPHY
EH An, South Vietnam
Dear Father Georges,
We would like to respond formally to the suggestions which you presented to the
Editor-in-Chief on Thursday, December 11, 1969, regarding the editorial point of
view of the PROVOCATEUR.
First of all, we would like to clarify the position of the PROVOCATEUR in regard
to general news reporting. The PROVOCATEUR is the official student newspaper
of Assumption College, and has been recognized as such by the Student Government
Association. Its purpose is not, as you implied in your interview, that of a "gripe
sheet." As the official news medium of the student body, it seeks to report in an
objective light those events which are important to the students and to the college
community as a whole.
We would like to emphasize, however, that this reporting is initiated and accom
plished without regard to the preferences of either students, faculty members, or
administrators.
It is not our duty, for example, to make the newspaper "more
acceptable to the Board of Trustees." Our publication is not intended in any way
to be an instrument for public relations, and therefore must reflect campus events
In a strictly objective manner.
Concerning the editorial policy of the PROVOCATEUR, we remind you that it is
the privilege (and responsibility) of the editorial staff to direct editorial policy,
This staff, which consists of the Editor-in-Chief, the Managing Editor, the (two)
News Editor(s), and the Arts Editor, assumes full responsibility for the editorial
policy and content and accepts no directives from student, faculty, or administrative
officials in regard to their editorial policy.
We appreciate your interest in the PROVOCATEUR, and encourage you (and all
members of the college community) to criticize both the news-reporting and edito
rial policy of the newspaper. We remind you that we have insured that any com
munication from your office to the PROVOCATEUR has always been published at
the soonest possible date.
At no time has the PROVOCATEUR refused to print
(in full) any criticism of its editorial or news reporting policies from any member
of the college community, and we assure you that this practice will continue in the
future.
We caution you, however, as an on-campus representative of the Board of Trustees,
to do everything within your power to insure that no interference (whether real or
implied) from the Trustees or the administration be directed at the news reporting
and editorial policies of the PROVOCATEUR.
We call to your attention the A.A.U.P. JOINT STATEMENT ON RIGHTS AND
FREEDOMS OF STUDENTS, Section IV, D. (student publications) which reads:
"As safeguards for the editorial freedom of student publications the followirg
provisions are necessary:
1. The student press should be free of Censorship and advance approval of copy,
and its editors and managers should be free to develop their own editorial policies
and news coverage.
2. Editors and managers of student publications should be protected from arbitrary
suspension and removal because of student, faculty, administrative, or public dis
approval of editorial policy or content. — Only for proper and stated causes should
editors and managers be subject to removal and then by orderly and prescribed pro
cedures. The agency responsible for the appointment of editors and managers should
be the agency responsible for their removal.
3.
All university published and financed student publications should explicitly
state on the editorial page that the opinions there expressed are not necessarily
those of the college, university, or student body."
Yours truly,
GERALD BURNS
Editor -in-Chief
*
JAMES GALLANT
Managing Editor
*
GERRY WEGEMER
News Editor
*
CHARLES ZAREMBA
News Editor
*
DAVID HARVEY
Arts Editor

Mkeut Goes.

•*

"No, we don't need a registration day," said mister fistori. . ."all we need is
a registration CONFIRMATION day which will take place on sunday night". . .and so
half the school didn't know where the hell their first six classes were. . .no schedule
in your box, honey? . . .you must owe hank some money. . .probably some obscure
fee they've created. . .go down to the business office. . .the line isn't too bad. . .hope
you don't have any classes before Wednesday. . .
are we a christian community of learners?. . .well, it depends what community you
look at. . .the assumptionists are great in class but when it comes down to the nitty
gritty it's paper before people all the way. . .father paulus complaining about smoke
damage to the chapel while a wedding was taking place. . .they're all great until
something happens to their beloved physical plant.. .who says the church is spiritual. .
the good doctor ouellette, father of seven children by the way, is really PUSHING
the parietal thing. . .he claims he only wants the alumni to talk about it but we all
know which way the wind is blowing. . .boys and girls together in the same room L . .
my god, it's so....so....so ..so NATURAL!!!.....gee, guys, spoze they really start to
get something going...spoze they fall in LOVE or something...then what are we going
to do?. . .when WE went to good ol' a.c. there was none of that stuff...and by Christ
we ain't gonna have no love around there now
perhaps fr. georges' fund drive can be expanded to pay for installation of closed
circuit television in the dorm rooms...big christian brother is watching...make room
for the holy spirit. . .
and the "six week" tripling situation is finally over...a few months late...wotruba
in a letter to the seniors...c'mon back, guys...we know we did you dirt but we need
your 550
we even promise you parietal hours. ...we're surprised at you, richard
...trying to seduce the good seniors with sex...we'll have to tell ouellette on you....
and it looks like they're really going to roll out the welcome mat for the seniors...
well, guys, you couldn't get the new dorms when you wanted them-now you're gonna
get them if you like it or not...as usual, a.c. is following its policy of putting the
dollar sign before the individual ...happy decade....good luck...we all need it..peace.
N.S.S.

To the Editor:
Thanks for your letter of December 16. You and your fellow editors may not know
it, but at the annual meeting of the American Association of Colleges, in 1967 or
1968, when the Joint Statement on Student Rights and Freedom came up for a vote,
and the Indiana delegation had a motion before the house to table the "statement,"
I made a speech which rallied the support of such unlikely schools as West Point,
the Air Force Academy, and a sizeable majority of the Southern church-affiliated
colleges, for adoption of the "statement." I would never consider any action which
would detract from what I believe to be the only way for young people to become
adults, i.e., by the assumption of adult responsibilities.
You and the other editors of the PROVOCATEUR would lose a good part, if not all,
of the importance you have in the Assumption College Community if you were anything
but the voice of the students.
It is precisely as the voice of the students that I
addressed you on December 11. Just as the Student Government Association is the
instrument of the students in the day to day activities at the College, the PROVO
CATEUR should represent all student opinion. Of course, the editors must use
their discretion in the choice of the moment at which this or that facet of student
opinion appears in print.
As a faithful reader of the PROVOCATEUR, I am a little surprised at the almost
uniformly negative tone of the paper. Are the students really all of this conviction?
cont. pg. 3
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Are there no students who think Assumption is a good place in which to study? live?
play? become mature? The willingness of certain students to share in the deliber
ations of the numerous committees on campus seems to indicate a positive attitude
on the part of at least those students. Many of the editors of the PROVOCATEUR
are important members of these committees. From the minutes Ireceive, I gather
that they do not believe our situation to be as hopeless and desperate as the PRO
VOCATEUR seems to picture it. It was to alert you to the possibility of reflecting
this positive attitude and to ask you to avoid adopting the easy and self-destroying
position of being "down" on everything that I spoke to you on December 11. The
students who believe that Assumption is doing its best in a particularly trying time,
to provide an atmosphere where truth may be sought and the good life pursued, may
before long cease to consider the PROVOCATEUR their voice if their opinions never
seem to appear in print.
Some Trustees mentioned this to me and I thought their point so well-taken that
Ipassed it on to you.
May God bless you and your colleagues during this holiday season and keep on
guiding you in the most serious job of becoming responsible members of our academic
community.
GEORGES BISSONNETTE, A.A.

To the Editor:
I was given a copy of the statement which you and the editorial staff of the
provocateur sent to Father Georges.
It isn't new to me. So Ihasten to send you
the enclosed which is contained in the same Joint Statement which you have quoted
to your own purposes. The day you abide by the conveniently omitted section of the
Joint Statement, as well as the section you artfully quote, I will be reassured that
the student press on this campus is doing a good job.
ALEXIS A. BABINEAU, A.A.
Campus Planner

At the same time, the Editorial freedom of student editors and managers entails
corollary responsibilities to be governed by the canons of responsible journalism,
such as the avoidance of libel, indecency, undocumented allegations, attacks on
personal integrity, and the techniques of harassment and innuendo."
Joint Statement on Rights and Freedoms of Students
Approved by U.S. National Student Association (August, 1967)
Approved by Council of American Association of University Professors (Octo
ber, 1967)
Approved by Association of American Colleges (January, 1968).

To the Editor:
The Worcester Grape Boycott Committee needs your help desparately. Especially
now, you can help by any amount of financial aid you can give, since we hope to get
the film "Decision at Delano", to be used constantly as an educational tool for the
Boycott in the Worcester County area.
The film costs $150.00 of which we only have $20.00 now. The benefits of this film
which we hope will be shown to schools, churches, civic groups—could be immeasurable.
to order to begin our educational campaign for grass roots support of the Boycott
the coming year, so that Worcester chain stores remain grape-less as they are
now, won't you help us, in any small way you can?
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If you know people willing to host meetings with their friends, relatives neighbors tn

MARY BYRNE

The Student Body
St. Augustine Institute
Assumption College
Dear Students:
A recently completed extensive study of the St. Augustine Institute, the evening
undergraduate program of Assumption College, has resulted in decisions of which
Iwish to advise you at this time.
The St. Augustine Institute has a current enrollment of 234, a total that has held
quite constant over the past few years. Under the leadership of the previous director
the program was developed to include its present offering. Fifty-three percent of
the students enrolled in the Evening College are registered nurses. The largest
single concentration is in Education. A large percentage of students complete their
programs in courses also offered by the Graduate School.
An analysis of the financial status of this evening program shows certain additional
problems.
In fact, it would be impossible to appoint a full-time director of the
school without deficit budgeting. Too, we are obliged to approximate more adequately
certain accreditation standards for the Graduate School and the Evening College
by separating the administration and programs of these two schools. Other academic
norms must also be more carefully followed.
These concerns have resulted in the following decisions:
1) No new students will be admitted after January 31, 1970 to the program of the
St. Augustine Institute as printed in the current 1969-70 catalogue.
2) Students currently enrolled in the school will be given until June, 1974 to complete
the program prescribed by the catalogue.
3) The Evening College Council, composed of Miss Alice Michaud, Assistant
Registrar, and Messrs. Burke, Doyle, Green, Zeigler and Frs. Fortier and Gonthler
have been asked to determine if and how an evening school program can be devised
in such a way as to offer a degree in general liberal arts studies and/or education.
They will submit their findings to the Academic Planning Committee of Assumption
College which will then recommend to the administration whether and how an evening
program can be offered.
4) If such degree programs are approved, currently enrolled students who will
not have completed their degree program in the alloted time will be allowed to transfer
to them under the conditions to be established.
5) Students not currently enrolled may do so in September of 1970 with the under
standing that they will not be admitted for a degree until such findings and recom
mendations of appropriate committees have been considered and acted upon.
6) Tuition for the Evening College will be increased 25% to $50.00 i>er credit,
effective September 1, 1970. This raise is consistent with the increases recently
announced for the Day College and Graduate Schools.
Students are hereby advised to continue their programs in terms of the requirements
outlined in the current catalogue.
I am pleased to announce that Dr. Lola E. Boyd, Associate Dean of the Coordinate
College for Women, will also serve as Acting Director of the Evening College. She
assumes these new duties as of February 1st. As many know, Dr. Boyd has come to
Assumption with a most impressive academic background including Vassar College,
the Universities of Maryland, Madrid, Santander, and Panama, and finally Columbia
University from which she received her Ph.D. Degree. She also taught in the Evening
College of Columbia University.
The Evening College Council will work with Dr.
Boyd in determining the future programs offered. She will be available to you for
academic counseling as you work through the next few years to complete your degree
under the conditions mentioned above.
Her office is in Alumni Hall. Room 110.
Extension 327.
You can be certain of my unqualified determination to guarantee any work completed
at Assumption College the highest academic integrity.
OSCAR F. REMICK

The Faculty Pen

Are We A Christian Community of Learners ?
by Richard T. Wotrubo
Dean of Students
On the topic of "Christian Community," most words are dispensable. That is,
they perish as though they had never been thought about. A few, however, must remain
alive if Christians are to remain Christians, if human beings are to remain human
if Assumption is to develop into an agent for social change.
I
The concern here in our setting, is about the individual and how he relates to his
or her peers and how they perceive the totality of this grouping. Many new freedoms
have been gained by all at Assumption, but more important out of these freedoms,
there has emerged a new morality that appears to be built around the individual's
personal conscience. The point that most of us are forgetting is that this personal
conscience requires one personally to evaluate the gravity of a positive law rather
than to evaluate something evil in someone else. Ideally it should allow one the
opportunity to react to "something" from within and not to an announced command
from without. So with this personal conscience you have a law that enjoins every
good act but at the same time it does not prohibit every evil one. The exciting thing
is that it moves one from religion to behaviorism to materialism and back to religion;
the challenging part is that in between these moves most of us are groping and gravel
ing for some outside restraints to hold us to the structure of life as it should be
lived.
The danger is that man will find this struggle too hard, and he will give up
and become self-centered. The results of this self-centeredness is that man forgets
that he carries within himself not only his own individuality, but all of humanity with
all its potentialities.

Often enough in an attempt to actualize the potential of our Christian Community,
we do not make appropriate moral noises or vibrations. Is it wrong to say that
in order to be most human necessarily involves though, judgment, and the ability
to discern when to submerge one's precious individuality or when to express it to

until we learn when and where to give it up or use it? Even the wildest screamers
do not reject honesty, decency, kindness, justice or dignity of the person. Rather
than advocating completely the abandonment of scientific noises in favor of moralization or vice versa, the solution appears to be in the disentangling of these two
approaches to being. Whether we want to admit it or not, the ideal exists; and it
is the job of all of us not to pass judgment, not to moralize, not to legislate! but to
start living up to and striving for the ideal. What good does it do to develop a mind
that is capable of developing a neclear weapon but does not know when to use it? What
good does it do for this community if the freedom given is being used by a minority
of individuals to deny opportunities for development to the majority?
Is it not our responsibility to challenge those values and demands of the minority
u ™ P°int they are seriously examined and then test their adequacy in the light of
what thoughtful observers, writers, artists and philosophers have said about the
nature of man and the conditions that conduce to human happiness? Can we make
the assumption that intelligence is incomplete unless it rests upon a system of values'7
we are to call ourselves preachers, we must also be demonstrators of what we
preach. It is a fallacy to suppose that by omitting a subject you teach nothing about
it. r or if we exhibit uncertainty or ambivalence on the issues of community and values
then we are faced with the task of deciding when it is right and when it is wrong,
n other words, personal freedom must be matched by responsibility from all of us
if it is to continue to grow and survive. Under the present system of interpretation
many of us are actualizing a narrow slice of our potentiality at the expense of the
rest.
To be successful at fun and games does not necessarily mean we will be
successful Christians living in the complex twentieth century.
™s article began with the thought that words are dispensable. These words
which have been presented certainly are. They are intended only to promote and
focus some thoughts and feelings on the topic. I await your reactions.
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Dr. Lola Boyd
(Dr. Lola Boyd, Associate Dean of the Co-Ordinate College and re
cently appointed head of the Evening College was interviewed by the
PROVOCATEUR on January 26th.)
1)

What are your main educational goals for the Evening Division?

Although I think its much too early to set specific goals in this area, I would
like to see the Evening Division develop into a sound, academic institution, one that
would be on the same level as the day college.
Most of our students in the Evening Division are adults who are interested in
furthering their education...They have a tremendous amount of enthusiasm and
determination...! especially look forward to working with these people.
...I have worked with evening students before at Columbia and found the experience
very rewarding...Because most of our evening students are women I believe I will
be in a good position to help them with any problems they may have. Also, this will
form an important tie between the Co-ordinate and the Evening College.
...As far as my personal work schedule goes, Dr. Remick has asked if I thought
a Dean of Women should be appointed in the near future, and I thoroughly agree...
I am hopeful that one will be appointed next year.

2) There is much confusion over your official title at Assumption. You were
hired as Associate Academic Dean, but there has been talk of naming you "Dean
of Women" or "Assistant Dean of Students." What is your position in regard to
the co-ordinate college?
"I came in contact with Assumption by answering an ad in the A.A.U.P. Journal
for "Dean of the College." I've never had experience as Dean on the college level,
My experience on the college level has been as a professor. . .1 was Dean only of
a girls' prep school.
After my interview Dr. Remick asked if I would come as Associate Dean for the
first year or two until the college got on its feet and until I became familiar with
thii^s. I welcomed this suggestion and thought it would be a very wise move because
of my lack of experience on this level...and because nobody seemed to know, least
of all myself, in which direction the college would develop....
My main interest from the very first has always been to interpret what the Trustees
and the administration wanted in regard to the new college...and so when I first
came my title was always Associate Academic Dean...
I later asked if this title meant that I was to be limited only to academic matters
and I was told no- that I was to be chief executive of the co-ordinate college, re
sponsible for academic and non-academic things....
As far as I am concerned, (I said then and I have said twice since then,) I would
be perfectly willing to be concerned with academics only, but each time I was told
no - that they intended to have a woman in charge of the college with whom the girls
could identify...
And so in July I received a letter from Remick stating that my title was to be
"Associate Dean for the Co-ordinate College." and that's the way I've always
signed everything since then..."

Dr. Lola Boyd with Richard T. Wotruba, Dean of Students, 'At first
there was a great deal of difficulty between our roles."

Also, I requested that those committees which had student representatives alsoj
include a women student from the co-ordinate college. ..
Dr. Remick agreed to all of these recommendations. I did not, however, request
to be on the Administrative Council ..because, as the highest committee in the!
college, the Council is not something I should ask to be on. I felt that it was up to
the hierarchy of the college to determine whether they wanted me on it or not.
I thought that membership would be upon invitation depending upon how important
they thought my role was. . .

4) Over the Christmas vacation the women were sent a list of rules signed bi
their dorm council. It seems that many of the girls were unaware that they hai
agreed on these rules, and there has been much confusion about them. Coulj
you comment on this?

"I think that letter was a mistake. It's what I call the result of a "railroading"
type of procedure. . .
The background of that letter is important. The Dean of Students had just called
in the dorm council and reprimanded them, they say severely, for not enforcing
the rules they themselves had made...He called in the co-ordinate college dorm
council and never told me, either before or after, what it was that he reprimanded
them for....
This happened Friday evening. During my Tuesday night meeting with the Drom
Council...they told me they had no direction from the beginning and they had had to
make and enforce rules themselves...I hesitated to come on too strong when I first
took over, but I told them that if they wanted more direction 1 was prepared to give
it...
They told me then that they would prefer to do it the way they had been...I make
only suggestions to the Dorm Council and the girl R.A.'s and if they like them...they
meet with all the girls and vote on it.
They then informed me that they wanted to write a letter, one that must go cut
while everyone is at home so that when they came back we could start off fresh..
They said that tomorrow night-which was Wednesday- they were going to fin"'*"
what they would say in the letter at the floor meeting. . .
The letter was given to my secretary Friday afternoon...I only read it over quickly:
at that time but when I read it Monday morning I didn't like the tone of it...aU f
girls had gone home on vacation so I could not consult anyone and they had stress
the fact that it must go out while the girls were on vacation...so I sent out the letter,
It never occured to me that all the girls had not voted on it..
The Dorm Council as a whole did not read the letter...I informed them that because
it was signed by the Dorm Council they were each responsible for what was in the
letter. . .
I suggested that as soon as the second semester begins they call a meeting of the
whole dorm and explain to them what happened...and ask them to vote on a new se
of rules."

S) Do you feel there is a problem of communication between the administration
and the Dean of Men and Women? As you know, last year the Dean of Students!
was a member of the Administrative Council. This year you are represented on
the Council by Dr. Remick. As "Chief Executive" for the girls' college, isn't it
5) How do you feel about "curfew" for the women? Educationally, how doe
very important that you be a member of this Council?
this fit into your idea of the co-ordinate college?
"First of all, there has been a great deal of difficulty between the roles of myself
and Mr. Wotruba. . .In his position as Dean of Students, Mr. Wotruba had been
"wearing the hat" of both Dean of Men and Women...I agreed to this because Mr.
Wotruba and I were to consult about everything pertaining to the women and we
seemed to have very similar ideas in this area. . .
In actual practice however, it did not work out so well. . .for one reason or another
things were not coming to me and I was completely in the dark about many things.
The girls would come in and I wouldn't know what to say to them.
Dr. Remick asked me if I would make recommendations concerning this problem
...I recommended that the Dean of Students delegate to the Dean of Women authority
over all the things pertaining to the women in the residence halls, etc., and that
this Dean of Women would be in control over all the nitty-gritty details while carrying
out the general policy of the Dean of Students. . .
I am convinced that what is wanted by the Trustees and the administration is a
co-ordinate college and one very essential characteristic of a co-ordinate college
is that the administrative staff must be separate. Whether the girls join the S.G.A.
or not is not essential . . .but the administration staff must be separate, otherwise
you have a co-educational setup and not a co-ordinate one...
Dr. Remick asked me to "wear the hat" temporarily of Dean of Women as well
as being Chief Executive of the Co-ordinate College....until such time as we would
have enough girls enrolled to warrant another appointment as Dean of Women. . .
One of the other specific things which I recommended was that the co-ordinate
college be represented on Academic Planning Committee, Campus Planning, Athletic
Council, Counseling Committee, etc. On some of these committees I could see that
I should represent the co-ordinate college and others where the Dean of Women
should be present. For now, however, I must serve on both.

Movie Review

Topaz

Recently, both Vincent Canby and deals with the attempts of
and Roger Greenspun of the New American inteUigence officers to
information regarding
York Times included Alfred Hitch uncover
cock's new film, TOPAZ, in their Russian assistance to Cuba. The
lists of the top ten films of 1969. dialectic is composed of numer
Personally, I seriously question ous sub-plots between American,
French, Russian, and Cuban in
the wisdom of this selection.,
Based upon the novel by Leon telligence officers. The sheer
Uris, Hitchcock's film is set dur- number of these sub-plots adds

"Personally, I am very much against lifting the curfew for Freshmen women,
think these girls consider themselves to be a "college," tut actually they are only
the Freshmen class of a college.

In other colleges...usually Freshmen women have a curfew.... it is only very recentl
that curfew is beii« lifted for upperclassmen...Whether some of us like it or not we
do have a "double standard" for men and women...Parents are much more protective!
of their daughters...and women students expect, for example, that they will have tej
come in earlier than their brothers...
Recently the larger colleges have been lifting the curfew for upperclassmen.,
really don't see how we, who only have a Freshmen class, should even conside
operating without a curfew.
I would not be adverse to have juniors or seniors having no curfew at all.„W
this is our first year and I don't see how we can be as liberal as older colleges..
It seems to me that if we have no curfew for the women we are establishing
image for our co-ordinate college of great liberalism...I feel that this is alrig
if this is what we want to be, but I don't feel that a decision that has that much weig
should be made unilaterally.
I don't think I'm the one to make such a decisis
I don't think the Dean of Students is the one to make such a decision. I don't thii
the Freshmen girls are the ones to make it...This is something that involves
whole community...All the people who were asked whether or not the college sha
enroll women should be petitioned on this matter, also.

by David Harvey

and they, at times, appear so
contrived that the film often ap
pears more farcial than drama
tic.
as
the various intelligence
agents uncover threats to the se
curity of their respective comt-.
tires and positions, the opposing
agents are kiUed through very

parent that the blatent depiction
of this brutality is for moralis
tic purposes, the moral questions
are underdeveloped and the use
of unreserved violence weakens
the film.
Hitchcock i s often considered
to be the master of the suspense
film. The viewer of TOPAZ is
almost always aware of what wiH
happen and the fUm is lengthy
and drawn-out. As a result, this
movie is only mildly suspenseful.
The photography used in this
film is flat and possesses little,
if any, depth. The cinematic me„.--1

none of the originality and ci
tivity of those used in other <
rent films.
The only redeeming qnalit
this film is the acting. John
sythe and Frederick Stafford,
the American and French aga
have delivered notable perto
ances. The beautiful Karin
as the leader of the Cuban uak
ground, is excellent. Het perfo
mance is fuU of empathy and 1
lance and ranks as one of the;
best. Regardless of these outs
ing performances, the film t
achieves its full potential, isti
aafUttfiuaiiUiJiHUfifa

Black at Assumption Part Three..

Black Studies Report to the Trustees
The Afro-American Studies Comn. ;tee first wishes to thank the trustees for
the support they have already given to the work and the commitment made by As
sumption to priorities for Black students and Afro-American Studies. The guide
lines set forth in our memo to Mr. Ryan (7/1/69) and those developed in our joint
session with the former Ad Hoc Committee (memo to President Bissonnette, 7/10/69)
have become the working priorities for our committee. Those guidelines, it will
be recalled, are as follows:1. Within Assumption's plans to diversify the student body, top priority will be
given to the increased enrollment of Afro - American students who meet Assump
tion's academic requirements.
2. To make this increase in the number of Afro-American students possible
a) the recruitment procedures of the Admissions Office need to be changed to make
contact with Afro-American high school students, and b) Assumption will accept
the financial burden necessary to compensate for the inadequate economic resources
of Afro-American students. The College needs to prepare for a "substantial finan
cial commitment" in order to make this possible.
3. Assumptions' long-range plans for Afro-American Studies and related issues
cannot be made responsibly or realistically without the oncampus presence and
involvement of Afro-Americans.
4. In order to demonstrate its good will, Assumption needs to make its commit
ment known to the Black community in the greater Worcester area. So that it may
be seen as legitimately concerned, the College needs to establish the machinery for
achieving this as quickly as possible.
5. The issue of Afro-American Studies at Assumption should be brought to the
Trustees' Committee on Curriculum.
The Afro-American Studies Committee assumed that these guidelines and com
mitments would be quickly implemented by Assumption's administration in keeping
with the understanding of the seriousness of the issue shared by that committee
and the former Ad Hoc Committee of the Board. This has, however, proved not
to be the case. A budget proposal for black scholarships has not been prepared;
the Administrative Council has not directed Dean Riordan to give priority to re
cruiting Black students; no strategy for contacting the Black communities i n the
greater Worcester area with our desire or interest has been developed by either
the Admissions or Public Relations offices; nor has any clear academic commit
ment to Black Studies been made. The committee has been working in a vacuum
this fall. It appears necessary, then, to seek from the Board of Trustees a reaffir
mation of Assumption's commitments made early last summer and Its support for
the committee's work and intentions. To this end this report has been prepared.
The Committee
The Afro-American Studies Committee had hoped to bring the Black American
experience on to the campus both through academic and extra curricular programs.
With no budget, however, the Committee has not been able to provide lecturers,
films, or drama for the campus. Out of departmental funds, student solicitation,
student club funds, and the Dean's discretionary funds, some books for the library
have been purchased, the Dunbar Players were brought to campus, a lecture on
African art was presented, and the film "Birth of a Nation" was shown.
Perhaps the most important single activity of the Committee itself, however,
has been to involve Black students now on campus in its work. These students have
(1) given invaluable advice on course content in Black Studies, (2) made valuable
suggestions concerning recruitment of other Black students, and (3) have testified
generously and eloquently to their experience as Black students at Assumption
College. The results of our work together vindicate our earlier insistence that
Assumption include such students in its planning. As will be seen, those students
who are actively participating have become integral members of our committee.
In hopes that we can increase our impact on the campus, the Committee is submit
ting
a budget for its work next year that will allow it to develop an integrated
extra-curricular program to provide the library with books and periodicals, and to
provide for the involvement of its members in institutes and seminars in Black
Studies. That budget is appended to this report.
The Committee's academic efforts have focused on the attempts to encourage
the introduction of Afro-American material into courses already being offered
and to encourage additional courses in Black Studies. Several Afro-American Studies
courses have been made available to our students including courses in Black History
and Black Literature. Of particular interest to the Committee has been the creation
of an introductory course in Afro-American Studies. Taught by our six faculty com
mittee members without remuneration, with an initial enrollment of 90 students,
the course has been well received and will be offered again in the spring. Because
no funds for resource materials have been made available, the course has been
severely limited. Despite these severe limitations, student response to this and
the other courses has been gratifying.
The response has led the Committee to propose the following for next year:
1)
Assumption should seek to appoint at least one full-time Black scholar to its
faculty for next year. His responsibilities would include teaching courses in his
discipline, teaching courses in Black Studies within his discipline and participating
in the work of our Committee.
2)
Assumption's faculty should be encouraged to explore the possibilities of
offering further courses in Afro-American Studies and to introduce Black experi
ence materials into present course offerings.
The Consortium Proposal for Black Studies
Attached to this report is a copy of the Worcester Consortium's proposal to the
National Endowment for the Humanities seeking funds to implement the creation of
a Black Studies Program. Assumption's committee, with those of Holy Cross and
Clark, played a major role in the development of the proposal. Key elements of that
proposal involved the appointment of four Black scholars to the faculties of Holy
Cross, Clark, and Assumption, the sharing of program costs through the Consor
tium, and the creation of joint library and resorce materials for the program.
The proposal had the support of our Black students, our Committee and our ad
ministration. The same was true of Holy Cross. While Clark's administration and
Black Studies Committee supported the proposal, Clark's Black Student Union did
not. Students there felt that Clark would use the Consortium proposal to qualify
its own commitments to Black Studies (a situation which to a large degree was not
only true of Clark but also of Holy Cross and Assumption). For that reason Clark
withdrew its support: Holy Cross quickly followed suit and our Committee, in light
of those actions, recommended we do likewise. While efforts will continue to explore
such a Consortium program, each campus must now reexamine its own commit
ment and develop its own resources for Afro-American Studies next year.
In view of this failure, the Committee proposes that:
L) Assumption College encourage further Consortium efforts to produce a founda
tion supported program in Black Studies.
2. Assumption College give high priority to the search for foundation support for
increasing Afro-American Studies on its own campus.
3. Assumption College seek, both at the college and departmental levels, coopera-

tive arrangements with other schools for faculty appointments in Afro-American
Studies with the understanding that such scholars will be appointed to the faculties
of one of the cooperating schools. In this way Consortium efforts in Black Studies
would be supported, but Assumption would benefit from the presence of such joint
appointments on its own faculty and among its student body as well as in its class
rooms.
Recruitment
Of those eight Black Students for whom funds were made available on July 10 of
this year, only three entered Assumption this past fall. The delay in Assumption's
response to their request for financial aid made it necessary for the others to accept
positions in student bodies elsewhere. Under the Board's mandate to seek equivalent
applicants if our offer were not accepted by those already applying, one other student
was recruited through a member of our Committee. Also in keeping with that mandate
some transfers to Assumption are being sought for this coming spring semester.
In order to facilitate recruitment procedures that allow for contact with Black
high school students, the Committee has established a sub-committee, headed by
one of the College's Black students, to work with Dean Riordan and the Admissions
Office. Several Black students are serving on this sub-committee. Among the pro
posals being explored by that sub-committee are:
1. The establishment of a permanent committee for minority group recruitment.
2. The establishment of a junior high school recruitment program.
3. The establishment of working relations with leadership both within and without
public high schools in predominantly minority group areas.
In keeping with the recommendations adopted July 10 by the Trustees and to provide
a mandate for the Admissions Office for the recruitment of Black students, the
Committee recommends that:
1. There be positions for twenty-five Black students in the freshman class enter
ing Assumption in the fall, 1970. These are not to be in addition to the proposed
size of that class, but are to be a regular part of the anticipated class of 1974.
2. funds be made available to Dean Riordan to provide the necessary resources
from Assumption and to free the government funds available to support such students.
In consultation with Dean Riordan, the Committee has estimated the cost of such
a commitment by Assumption to be the following:

Budget for School Year
Tuition
Board and Room
Fees
Books
Personal Expenses

RESIDENT STUDENT
Individual Student Contribution (1)
$2,000
Summer Savings
$300
1,100
Work-Study Earnings
50O
160
National Defense Loan
600
125
365
Total
$1,400
Government Contribution
$3,750
Economic Opportunities Grant $600

Total
Costs to Assumption
Total Expenses
Less Economic Opportunities Grant
Less Student Contribution

$3,750

600

1,400

Total
Tuition Income from Each Student
Tuition
Less Cost to Assumption

$1,750 per student(2)
$2,000
1,750

Total

$ 250 per student

1. All figures used to project potential resources are "average" develooed out of
the experience of the Admissions Office
average developed out of

Budget for School Year
Tuition
Fees
Books
Personal Expenses

NON-RESIDENT STUDENT
Individual Student Contribution
$2,000
Summer Savings
$3$
130
Work-Study Earnings
501
125
National Defense Loan
60(
365
Total

Total
Cost to Assumption

$2,620

Less Economic Opportunties Grant
Less Individual Student Contribution
Total
(Tuition Income from Each Student
Tuition
Less Cost to Assumption
Total

$1,4(X

Government Contribution
Economic Opportunities Grant $6CK
$2,620
600

1,400

$ 620 per student
$2,000
620

$1,380 per student

Based on the traditional ratio of resident to non-resident students at Assumptioi
(2/3:1/3), the Committee proposes that a total of $32,450 be made available to Dea:
Riordan as scholarships monies for Black students. The actual cost to Assumptio
would, however, be less. If the ratio of fifteen resident to ten non-resident student
is maintained, for example, tuition income would be $17,550 (15 x $250 plus 10
$1380). The real cost to the College would be closer to $15,000. However, when or
recognizes that 37% of our students receive aid averaging $1,100 per student, pax
of this $15,000 would be made available to students as a matter of course unde
present school financial policy. $8,800 would then be available in aid to any twenty
five students in next year's freshman class. This would mean that Assumption'
additional actual outlay to enroll twenty-five Black students next year as freshme
would be between seven and eight thousand dollars.

Afro-American Studies Committee Budget for 1970-71
(For Committee expenses and expenses of the Interdisciplinary course in AfroAmerican Studies.)
Speakers
$150(
Films
500
Books, periodicals, records
1,000
Luncheon meetings
300
Participation at Institutes and Seminars
1,00)
Participation in courses at other institutions
150
Misc. (stamps, phone, stationery, services)
Total

$4,506

NOTE: Six faculty members contribute their services to the Committee and the
interdisciplinary course without compensation.
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Provocateur

Friday^ January 30,1970

Kissanee and theCross
Crush Hounds, 95-72
The biggest game of the year
is always Holy Cross. And this
year's game lacked nothing of
previous encounters. And, un
fortunately, it ended up the same
way also
Starting off quickly the Hounds
scored first and from there on it
was nip and tuck with both teams
playing strong defense and hitting
the boards. That was for fifteen
minutes. Then with the score tied
21 all, the Hounds went cold and

the Crusaders proved to be no. 1.
Bob Kissanee, tied up pretty effec
tively by the Hounds tough defense
started to prove why he is AU
American material with his good
passes and his strong rebounding.
And at the half, A.C. trailed by
ten 43-33 with Mike Boylan and
•Serge DeBari leading the scor
ers with 10 each.
But the A.C. shooting hand which
was cold for the last 4 minutes of
the first half, continued cold in
the second half until with about

five minutes gone, Neal Burgess
hit a fifteen footer to make the
score 35-55 and from there on the
Hounds played the Crusaders even,
But that ten- minute span was the
game as the Hounds fought bad
but were matched point for point
to a 95-72 defeat.
Neal Burgess proved to be top
scorer with 17 points, all in tW
second "15" minutes. Boylan am!
DeBari were next with 13 and II
points while Boylan helped on the
boards pulling in U rebounds.

Facuity Appointments Listed

Jones Breaks Record
as
A.C.
Tops N.U.
BY ROBERT HUNTER
Riding in a two game losing Three quick steals by Jones and
streak, A.C. took on the Huskies A.C. had it wrapped up, and Jones
of Northeastern University only had 31 points. Another layup by
two days after the humiliating the Hounds super star and he was
loss to Holy Cross. But Holy one shy of a school record. Then,
Cross was gone and the Huskies in less than 10 seconds, the speedy
took the beating which the Hounds Jones broke down court on a long
had been given by the Crusaders. pass by Neal Burgess and as he
A.C. started off quickly but could laid it in it was all over. He had
not get a jump on the Huskies set a new school record with
in what proved to be a see-saw thirty four points and Hounds had
first half with A.C. leading 39- their eighth win in eleven tries.
37 at the end. And this was largely
Boulan and DeBari were the
due to Jake Jones who lead ail
scorers wth 16 points. But the only other double figure scorers
for the Hounds, a rarity for this
best was yet to come.
Starting off the second half, team which usually has five or
A.C. jumped out to a five point six. But, scorers weren't needed
lead behind the clutch shooting of as Jones carried the team scor
Jones and Boylan and soon lead ing-wise.
It was a great team effort
58-47. Yet they couldn't score for
another five minutes, during which which should place the Hounds
time N.U. could only cut the lead back in respectable position for
their coming road trips to Colbey
to six.
Then the Hounds went to work. and St. Michaels.

in concert THE BAND
Sunday, February 15th at 4 P.M.

The Rev. Georges Bissonnette,
A .A., president, has announced the
appointment of two faculty mem
bers to administrative positions,
and the promotion of four other
faculty members.
Dr. Claire Quintal has been ap
pointed Acting Director of the
Graduate and Summer Schools.
Her appointment became effec
tive January 1. She was formerly
Associate Professor of French.
Paul Zeigler, Assistant Profes
sor of History, has been appointed
Chairman of the History Depart
ment, effective in June. Dr. Mar
ion will remain with the depart
ment.

Crutcher
Estus

Wotruba
On
Education
at
Assumption
Thursday — 8 p.m.
Maison
Auditorium

VISIT
HIGHLAND
PHARMACY

For information call 454-7811

PHONE 756-0954
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O
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Worcester, Mass.
Opposite Friendly's
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When asked what effect a rever
sal of the parietal policy would
have on the Student Personne
Policy Committee, Dean Wotrub
stated that the committee wouli
continue to study the problem ii
order to come up with a genera
policy which would be acceptable
to the entire college community,
"I would be extremely dis
appointed if any of the committei
members resigned under those cir
cumstances," said
Wotruba
"There are many good educa.
tional and social reasons for parietals..it is the committee's dutj
to present these to the Trustees
and the college community."

Burke

104 Highland Street

1Q CO Culvi

Parietal
cont. from pg. 1

Remick

Costello Gym, Lowell Tech — Tickets $5.00

Sponsored by L.T.I.S.C.

Promotions went to the following
faculty members: Dr. Rodrigue M.
Sutherland to Professor of Bio
logy; Dr. Duane H. Berquist to
Associate Professor of Philo
sophy; the Rev. Camillus J. Thibault, A.A. to Assistant Profes
sor of French; and the Rev. Nor
man J. Paulhus, A.A. to Assis
tant Professor of Religious Stu
dies. These promotions are ef
fective as of September, 1970.

hey, how's the coffeehouse doing "gong"?

